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What is the difference between political data, tools, and
analytics? how do I use each?
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Data, Tools, and Analytics
To understand campaign tech, it’s critical to understand the vernacular that comes with it. When you are
talking to campaign and political tech teams, three terms will be tossed around a lot: tools, analytics and data.
Let’s break them down:

Tools
Tools are interfaces everyone uses to get their work done. Whether it’s a blog, a fundraising page, or a supporter management tool, this is what most volunteers and campaign staff think of when it comes to campaign
tech. Vendors of these tools include NGP VAN, NationBuilder, and Salsa Labs, but more on them later.
One important note about NGP VAN: it’s the largest tools provider in the progressive space- offering tools
to manage voter contact, volunteers, donors, call time, compliance reporting, and email and online fundraising.
Virtually every campaign in the country will use NGP VAN, which is provided through the DNC and state parties to manage voter contact. Some will also use VAN as their campaign CRM, which offers donor management
and online tools.
It’s also worth noting that for all the attention focused on these tools, a lot of the real work still happens in
spreadsheets, Google Docs, and pieces of paper. Canvassing is still a low tech business for a variety of reasons.
Tech tools are also built on a for-profit model to date, which means that are geared towards problems that campaigns can solve financially. Not every problem has a tech-based solution, and some of the tech offered solutions
are geared towards one type of campaign and not another. It’s important to realize there are tons of pots into
which campaign tools fit. Higher Ground Labs has broken these pots into: creative asset development tools,
message development tools, data analytics and monitoring tools, voter engagement tools, volunteer mobilization tools, fundraising tools, research tools, organizational infrastructure tools, and movement wide tools; and
this just breaks the surface. There’s a lot to talk about regarding this, and that discussion will take place in a
future chapter.

Analytics
Analytics is the art of making predictions based on the data you have available. Those predictions can be
about macro issues (think Nate Silver’s commentary on who is winning the horserace on any given day) or
incredibly targeted issues (what is the chance that any given individual voter is persuadable so you don’t waste
time or money on the persuaded or the non-persuadable.) Mostly, analytics are expressed as probabilities and
are given as a “score” or chance that something will happen. Campaigns guard their analytic techniques fiercely
and some are certainly more sophisticated that others. More recently, firms like Civis Analytics have emerged to
build institutional capability around analytics, but all of them are vulnerable to the same truism as any analytic
function: garbage in, garbage out. If they don’t start with a database of good and reliable data, their models and
tactics are wasted. Analytics doesn’t have a “front end” meaning that most volunteers and staff never “see” it. Instead, the results are used implicitly to generate contact lists, media buys, and the like. We will get to these later,
as we break down media monitoring, polling tools, and messaging and online ad buy analyses.

Data
Data is the final important term to understand. The first thing you’ll hear when you walk into a campaign
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are the words “the voter file.” This is the information about your district and the voters in it that will guide every
move you make. Your constituents have certain leanings, beliefs, and potentials for action that can either help or
hinder your campaign. The voter file is how you’re going to try and get a sense for how many voters you can win
to your side.
Voter data exists in something called “voter rolls,” or massive files containing basic data on voters like
address, phone, name, and so on. Voter data is absolutely essential for on-the-ground field work. A holy grail of
political technology is to create the perfect voter file: an accurate, complete, up-to-date, and data-rich list of all
the voters eligible to participate in any given election. It’s important to note that NGP VAN is not a voter file,
but instead a front end interface (analogous to a Customer Relationship Management system or CRM in the
for-profit world) that holds voter files from DNC, Catalist, or TargetSmart.

“I sure as hell don’t want to let people that want to
kill us and kill our nation use our internet.”
					
-Donald Trump
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